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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Indoor localization systems typically determine a position using either ranging measurements, inertial sensors, environmental-specific
signatures or some combination of all of these methods. Given a
floor plan, inertial and signature-based systems can converge on
accurate locations by slowly pruning away inconsistent states as a
user walks through the space. In contrast, range-based systems are
capable of instantly acquiring locations, but they rely on densely
deployed beacons and suffer from inaccurate range measurements
given non-line-of-sight (NLOS) signals. In order to get the best of
both worlds, we present an approach that systematically exploits
the geometry information derived from building floor plans to directly improve location acquisition in range-based systems. Our
solving approach can disambiguate multiple feasible locations taking into account a mix of LOS and NLOS hypotheses to accurately
localize with significantly fewer beacons.
We demonstrate our geometry-aware solving approach using
a new ultrasonic beacon platform that is able to perform direct
time-of-flight ranges on commodity smartphones. The platform
uses Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for time synchronization and
ultrasound for measuring propagation distance. We evaluate our
system’s accuracy with multiple deployments in a university campus and show that our approach shifts the 80% accuracy point from
4 − 8m to 1m as compared to solvers that do not use the floor plan
information. We are able to detect and remove NLOS signals with
91.5% accuracy.

Indoor localization, location acquisition, range-based localization,
floor plan integration, ray tracing, NLOS detection
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, we have seen several localization systems
emerge that show promise for mobile phones. Some of these systems can achieve sub-meter accuracy, but require a mapping or
calibration process that changes over time and often rely on Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) data to slowly converge on a location
estimate. The key to these approaches often comes down to how
the systems prune away the state space of possible locations by
tracking the user over time. In comparison, beacon-based ranging
systems based on time-of-flight (TOF), time-difference-of-arrival
(TDOA) or angle-of-arrival (AOA) are capable of rapid location
acquisition across a building without a priori information. Unfortunately, this often comes at the cost of high beacon densities that
can be expensive in terms of hardware and deployment costs. In
this paper, we explore a technique that exploits constraints from
floor plan information to directly improve range-based systems.
At lower densities, beacon-based ranging systems struggle to
perform accurately due to errors from NLOS signals. Figure 1(a)
shows an example deployment with high beacon-density and pure
LOS that is an ideal scenario often assumed by system installers.
Figure 1(b) shows a more realistic scenario with NLOS ranges where
typical location solvers will fail to produce the correct location
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(a) Typically assumed scenario:
High beacon-density with LOS

(b) Realistic problematic scenario:
Low beacon density with NLOS

Figure 1: Problem Illustration

